Spring Studios is a creative collective that crafts aspiration and shapes contemporary culture.

Our multi-disciplined network has been supporting brands to navigate shifting landscapes, harness creativity, and evolve cultural expression for over twenty-five years.

Our services are the following:

**CREATIVE**
- Strategy & insight
- Campaign ideation
- Brand identity systems
- Content strategies
- Social Media Management
- Moving Image studio & directors

**PRODUCTION**
- Campaigns, editorial & social media
- Talent casting
- E-commerce
- CGI, AR, VR
- Post-production

**EVENTS & EXPERIENCE**
- Event concepting & production
- 2D/3D Experience design
- Experiential campaigns
- Immersive installations
- Phygital experiences

**STUDIOS**
- London/New York
- Photography
- Filming
- Audio recording
- Live commerce

https://www.springstudios.com/
https://www.instagram.com/springstudios/